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Color the leaves and draw 
more caterpillars.



Fill the tree with fall leaves.



Draw a few more cable cars.



Draw some colorful stamps.



Draw more waves in this stormy sea.



Draw each astronaut’s face and color the rest of the picture.



Fill the triangles with patterns and designs.



Draw a meadow 
filled with sheep.



Knitted just for you! Choose colors you would wear.



Color the streamers as brightly as you can.



Draw what’s happening in space.
Is the sky filled with shooting stars?



Draw a face on each dog.



Draw more insects 
on the leaves.



Fill this circus with performers.



Add train tracks, and color each car.



Draw planes, helicopters, and hot air balloons in the sky.



Draw some eyes and mouths on these wild plants.



Draw a kingdom around this castle.



Use a white crayon and a black marker  
to add more crazy cloud shapes.



Add more patches and buttons to the drawing.



Some cave paintings are thousands of years old.  
Draw some new ones.



Draw doodles all over this grid, using only horizontal and vertical lines.



Draw more curved lines  
and fill the spaces with colorful patterns.



Draw some clothes for the monster.



Draw more tree houses  
and color them in.



Design and draw some funny glasses.  
Don’t forget to color them in.



The hedges have been trimmed to look like animals.  
Try drawing some more.



Doodle a different design in each block.



Draw the rest of the rocket ship.



Draw what’s lying at the bottom of the sea.



Complete the superhero.



Draw a maze for the mouse.



Draw feathers on the owls and color them with different designs.



Draw a spider inside the web. Remember to give it 8 legs.



Color the rocket ships.



Fill these bubbles with pictures.



How many different kinds of arrows can you draw?  
Use all the colors you have!



Draw more pterodactyls in the sky.



Decorate the surf boards. Try to make each one different.



Design the T-shirts.



Add more controls to the spaceship panel.



Fill in the whole page with curvy designs.



Draw a scuba diver in the sea.



Use your imagination to make each half-circle into a new object.



Draw more vines for this rainforest bird  
to perch on.



Draw a maze of ladders for the snake to slither through.



Draw a pond with ducks in it.



Add details and colors to make these clothes fit your style.



Complete the robot.



Draw something (or someone) to stand on each pedestal.



Draw the lucky dog who gets this bone.



Draw some children sledding on the hill.



Decorate the Christmas tree with ornaments and garland.



Draw each horse’s mane, tail, and legs.



Make up your own constellations.



Draw yourself in the mirror.



Draw more things that are being lifted into the sky by the tornado.



Draw a face for each monster.



Draw as many bats in the moonlight as you can.



Color the mermaids.



Complete and color the autumn tree.



Decorate the flower pots with colorful patterns.



Draw planets and stars around the spaceships.



Draw a wintry wonderland around this tree.



Draw legs on the caterpillars.



Complete the wreath by adding more flowers.



Create your own dinosaur.



Complete this map of a small town.



Decorate the cake with roses. Write a message on the top layer.



Draw and color the other half of the mask.



Draw monsters at a party.



Draw Chinese food in a bowl.



Draw a different emotion on each person’s face.



Give each pirate a name and a face.



Fill the sun with different designs and patterns.



Choose a moustache for each face and draw it on.



Make up a story and create your own illustrations.



Draw different toppings on each slice of pizza.



Fill the shelves of the cabinet with dishes — or anything you’d like!



The frogs would like you to add water lilies and cattails to the pond.



Turn the leaves into birds.



Fill Santa’s sleigh with presents.



Who will win and for what? 
Label these trophies and medals.



Turn each shape into a vehicle and draw someone driving it!



Draw the mountain on which this castle stands.



You have a window seat on this flight. Draw your view.



Cover the whole page with flowers.



Draw the cover of your favorite book to give this diary a disguise.



What’s this pirate dreaming about?



Give these fairies colorful wings and magic wands.



The traffic is heavy today! Draw more cars on the roads.



Fruit? Animals? People? Turn these shapes into whatever you choose.



Make each shape into a new creature.



Design a poster for a must-see performance.

T H E  G R E A T E S T  S H O W 
O N  E A R T H !



Fill these scales with different designs and patterns.



Who is standing in the spotlight?



Draw a magic castle on this flying island.  
The door of the castle is already there.



Draw three boats floating on the waves.



Fill these cones with scoops of ice cream.



Draw some seaweed, water, and fish in the tank.



Draw colorful fireworks exploding in the sky.
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